CASE STUDY

MIZUNO’S HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDES USE UNIQUE
CONTENT TO STAND OUT IN THE INBOX

OVERVIEW
Sporting goods brand Mizuno USA
tasked BrightWave with creating
holiday emails to drive revenue and
engagement across its major
divisions, including Running, Golf,
Baseball, Softball and Volleyball.
BrightWave set out to create a highly
effective gift guide concept that could
stand alone in the inbox and be both
helpful and engaging for sports
enthusiasts and their loved ones.
Thinking outside usual e-commerce
content, we utilized the expertise of
staff members to create handpicked
guides by price point for each sport.
The gift guide concept utilized a
headshot of the staff expert with a bio,
which gave the picks an instant
authenticity and value. The long, airy

design encouraged scrolling and
managed to be festive and
holiday-focused without being cheesy.
The design featured eye-catching
product silhouettes alongside a quote
calling out a specific feature about the
product that the staffer absolutely
loves. This testimonial-based content
proved a huge success and created
lots of excitement both internally and
externally.
In short, BrightWave created unique,
innovative content that spoke directly
to the most loyal and engaged brand
enthusiasts, accounting for almost
20% of the entire year’s e-commerce
revenue from email while boosting
average order value more than $15 on
average. Score!

Thinking outside usual e-commerce content, we
utilized the expertise of staff members to create
handpicked guides by price point for each sport.

GOALS
Drive e-commerce and in-store revenue across divisions
+
Boost average order value per customer

STRATEGY & EXECUTION
The four sports-specific emails were
sent the week prior to Black Friday in
an effort to get ahead of an
ever-creeping holiday shopping
season. We created an additional
cross-division email that included
picks for each of Mizuno’s top sports.
This email was sent only to those
contacts who expressed interest in
multiple sports. This allowed us to test
open rate, click rate and content
engagement within that group for the
first time.
Since we know that over 47% of
Mizuno’s audience opens on a mobile
device, we created a completely

separate email design for mobile
openers for each email. We used
proprietary software to serve up
different versions of the email based
on which device they opened with,
making sure that this send looked
great on every screen.
Each of these five emails was resent
during the first week of December
with an updated subject line in an
effort to stay top of mind with
subscribers and increase our reach. In
most cases, the retargeting email
proved to have an even higher action
rate than the original touch.

Takeaways:
• Get ahead of the holidays
• Test the right message for the right audience
• Make sure it looks great on mobile
• Use retargeting to stay top of mind

RESULTS
The client was extremely happy with
how the gift guides turned out in
terms of sales and engagement. As
mentioned, the emails accounted for
almost 20% of the entire year’s
e-commerce revenue from email while
also boosting average order value
more than $15 on average per
customer. "Overall I love the look/feel
of the email, it's clean, fresh and
modern and most of all a layout that
will keep consumers engaged," said
Emily Tuggle, Running Community
Manager for Mizuno USA.

In addition, these emails surpassed
our expectations in every way by
creating excitement within the other
digital teams at Mizuno. The social and
website teams followed the concept
and design set out in our email, using
the staff picks, the price points and
even our design concepts in their
channels. This means our emails set
the agenda for the entire digital team,
leading to a banner year in
e-commerce sales for Mizuno.

Overall I love the look/feel of the email, it's
clean, fresh and modern and most of all a
layout that will keep consumers engaged.
- Emily Tuggle, Mizuno USA

IMPACT
In terms of traditional email metrics,
this campaign was interesting because
we saw significantly lower than
normal “opt out” or unsubscribe rates
across all divisions. For example, the
Golf Gift Guide unsubscribe rate was
.51%, about one-third of the usual rate
and much lower than the industry
average. The Baseball Gift Guide had
an unsubscribe rate of .67%, also a
fraction of the usual rate and lower
than industry averages. We
hypothesize that this is because we
sent relevant content and products to
each division rather than “batching
and blasting” as is the case in many
e-commerce efforts.
The client ultimately measures
success by looking at the revenue
generated by the campaigns and the
average order value. Each of these

campaigns exceeded the target goal in
distinct ways. Some highlights: The
Softball Gift Guide accounted for over
23% of the year’s e-commerce sales
from email and had an average order
value that was $70 over the norm. The
Volleyball Gift Guide accounted for
over 17% of total division’s
e-commerce sales from email. The
Running Gift Guide had an average
order value that was $15 over the
norm. We hypothesize that having a
passionate expert testimonial makes
customers feel more confident when
purchasing big-ticket items.
Overall, the holiday emails accounted
for almost 20% of the year’s revenue
from the email channel while boosting
average order value more than $15 on
average per customer. We consider
this a huge success.

The holiday emails accounted for almost 20%
of the year's revenue from the email channel

CONCLUSION
These holiday gift guides stood out in a very crowded inbox because
the content was innovative, unique and a pure delight to look at. The
mash-up of expert testimonial and e-commerce gift guide is novel,
and it is very hard to achieve novelty in the crowded holiday inbox. But,
most important, these emails are special because they exemplify a
very rare combination: a perfectly on-brand email that delights
customers with the experience and delights our client with the results.
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